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The Daily Maine Campus
THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE NEWSPAPER SINCE N513, INS 
I *Maine's only ambulance was
declared a total lose fodowing an
head-on collision in Bangor or-ar
the Hogan Road ow %staid'.
The sit occupants of the am-
bulance were uninjured.
Accident injures at least two
by 11Mo Lame
Stat, Witt*,
Unisersity of Maine students will
hase to pas between $75-S100 for
ambulance service until UMaine of-
ficials purchase a new ambulance
The university's ambulance was
totalled when it collided head-on with
a cat in Bangor Saturday.
According to the accident reputh,
the ambulance, drisen by UMaine
police officer David F. Thibault.
allegedly drove through a red light
and collided with a car at the yritenec-
non of Hogan Road and In 1erstate-9.1
Saturday at 3 p.m. •
The ambulance's emergency lights
were on but its ureni*as off, the
report stated.
The driver of the car. 1)arrell Scott.
69. of Caribou, Maine, was
transported to St. Joseph's Hospital
in Bangor with broken legs, the
report stated. He later was transfer-
red to Central Maine Medical Center
in Waterville.
Scott's wife, Mane, a passenger in
the car, is listed in serious condition
at Easern Maine Medical Center. In-
formation about the condition of a
third passenger in the car was not
available.
Thibeault and the five passengers
in the ambulance were not injured.
The ambulance was transporting a
23-year -old woman to EMMC at the
time .of the accident.
val. 1St 12
President upset about
'fabricated' quotes
WASHINGTON (AP) — The White
House said Tuesday that President
.Reagan was upset and it was an
"outrage" that former presidential
spokesman Larry Speakes had made up
quotes and given them to reporters as
Reagan's words.
"Evegone is appalled that . he made
up. quoteirr " sada. spokesman Marlin
Fitzwater. .z.sho replaced Speakes•
months ago.
In a kiss-and•tell book that has roil-
ed .White House officials, Speakes
.disciosed that he made up a widely
reported stai.._-_.ent that was atuibuted
to Reagan during his first summit with
Soviet .leader Mikhail Gorbachev in
19115.
In another instance, when a Korean
Air Lines passenger jet was shot down
by the Soviets in 1983. the president
"had almost nothing to say" during
meetings with the Cabinet and congres-
sional leaders. Speakes said. So, he said,
he took statements made by Secretary
of State George P. Shultt and attributed
them to Reagan.
Fitzwater, at a news briefing
dominated by questions about Sp-akes'
revelation, blasted his predecessor, who
in his cis years as White House
spokesman had boasted that he never
lied to the press.
"It's a damned outrage, that's what
it is," Fitzwater said.
"I resent it so much. It casts aiperions
on the presidency and on my position ...
It's wrong. He shouldn't have done it
and . I won't do it," Fitzwater said.
He said he had not talked to the presi-
dent, "but I'm sure he would be upset
about it. I'm sure he is."
Conservative leaders who met with
Reagan on Tuesday also were angry. "I
think Larry Speakes has done a disser-
vice to the president," said Peter
Flaheny, chairman of Citizens for
Reagan . -
Paul Weynch. head of the free Con-
gress Foundation, said, "The president
is ill-served by all of these people who
, are in public .service and then writ;
-books the minute they get out and reveal
things that ought 11.0t to be revealed.
"All they're in it for is making a buck
... and frankly, they ought to be asham-
ed of themselves." Vo'eyrich said. .
-titak es had no reaction to the White
House statements. "I'd be better off not
to comment," he said in a telephone
interview from New York, where he is .
vice president for communications at
Mcrrifl Lyncitcom_ . _' • -
However. -ht offered no apologies,
sayint"It's an honest book."
Speakes said the two instances on
phony quotes he cited "were the only
two that I specifically recall. ... It was
a case of knowing the president well and
knowing how he felt aobin the events
taking place and knowing what he
would say."
He said he d told Reagan about the
quotes.
"I generally told him, you know,
what I had done, you know, and the
reasons for doing ii. He never objected
to, you know, these cases where I said,
you know, I've gone ahead and done
this," Speakes said.
In his book, "Speaking Out,"
Speakes recalled it was Shultz who said
the shooting down of the Korean airliner
was not a problem between the United
States and the Soviet Union, but "a
Soviet vs. the world problem."
However, Speakes told reporters the
president had said those words. He ado
attributed to Reagan some of Shuhz's
suggestions about retaliatory action.
"My decision to put Shultz's words
in Reagan's mouth played well and
neither of them complained," Speakcs
wrote.
(we QUOTES page 2)
Referendum to decide communication quality
by Tin Tad.'
• ." 'e• 
Withm the next two weeks, students at the Univer-.
sity of Maine will vote on a referendum concerning
whether to increase the communications fee from $3
t6S6.
. The fee, which is charged on students' tuition bills.
.helps fund The Anly Maine Campus and WMEB-FM.
The date of the referendum is not set yet. ' •
Jan Vertefeuille, editor of The Daily Maine Cam-
pus, said if the referendum is passed there will be a
budget increase for the student newspaper allowing for
much needed equipment restorations and Additions to
the paper that will benefit readers.
The fee increase would also benefit the campus radio
station, 9:MEI:I, which would receive SI.20 of the $6
to help upgrade equipment.
"Most of the money we receive would go toward
capital improvements," station manager Jon
Thomas said. ' tWe arc in need of new canndge decks.
new tape cartridges and a new turntable."
Bob Steele, assistant professor of broadcasting and
faculty adviser of W'MEB, said the additional funds
would "allow the station to expand its commitment
to the community."
"We could upgrade the equipment and provide bet-
ter production of programming," he said. "We
could also buy more remote equipment for sports and
music remote broadcasts."
In its 103rd year of publication, the Campus is again
facing financial difficulties. It was this same reason
that resulted in the 13 communication fee being in-
stituted in1983.
Since the cost of newsprint having increased 20 per-
cent, The Ellsworth American has increased its prin-
ting rates for The Daily Maine Campus and more
money is needed, Vertefeuille said.
"We are down to three computers that work
here," Vertefcuille said. "Luckily, the Student Life
Fee Advisory Committee approved a $7,500 grant for
four new computers, but there is no way that IS,staff
writers can sharp four terminals effectively. "
She said she would like to keep the daily paper in
operation with the same advertising costs and possibly
discourus for student groups.
• 'Wedon't want to increase the cost of advertising
for student groups because this is a student 'newspaper
and we feel it should be accessible to all students, in-
cluding student advertisers," she said. "It's possible
that student groups will receive a bigger discount on
their advertisements if the increase passes. "
/meet the costs of producing the paper," said
Olmstead.
In essence, the communication fee substitutes for
student subscriptions, and with the increase each copy
would cost approximately 7 casts. With-out the in-
crease. advertising costs would hive to be raised in
hopes of keeping the Campus a daily publication.
Tamara Davis, president of student government.
said, "I think it's very important to keep the Maine
Campus a daily publication because it's the only form
of communication that keeps students up to date with
university affairs on a day-to-day basis."
According to a survey conducted in 1984, most
public universities in New England support their
papers with a student activity fee ranging from 534 to
V48.
"Compared with other schools, $6 is not a hit to
aSk, considering their activity fees have probably gone
up in the last four years," Vertefeuille said.
Kathy Olmstead, assistant professor of journalism
and faculty adviser of the newspaper, said, "The paper
is a bargain. Seven cents is a good price.
"Costs have gone Jr) and (the increase) is a way to
(see FEE par S)
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GSS senators active in two debates
by Anne= Sidi
slati Wrter
Debate was active on the floor of the
General Student Senate last night.
Although no tempers flared, two
resolutions out of the five on the agen-
da involved some conscientious debate.
One resolution called for the alltica -
twin of S2,900 for a Macintosh com-
puter for the Panhellenic and Universi-
ty of Maine Fraternity Boards.
Sponsored by fraternity senator Gary
Bresnehan, the resolution stated that
Panhel and UMFB are "one of the on-
ly boards still without a computer
system."
The boards need the computer for a
new "Greek Beat" newspaper, rush
advertising for freshmen and
sophomores, and budgets and financial
records, the resolution also stated.
The Executive Budgetary Committee
of the GSS voted that the resolution
"omen not to pass."
• Vice President for Financial Affairs
1:Welkeher-fald-tliere were two pro-
blems the EBC encountered in deciding
whether or noi to approve the
allocation.
"The first problem is that there i an
S800 IBM typewriter missing from the
office. The EBC wanted to make sure
ins .boards would be accountable (for--
the new computer)," Dreher said.
The second reason the EBC voted
disfavorably was that the allocation was
unnecessary.
"The boards could've used the Off
Campus Board's Macintosh Just as easi-
ly," Dreher said.
.Debate was also centered oh a resoIU-
tion regarding "a request that a
representative from TUB (the Union
Board) make a weekly report to the
GSS. v.
Penobscot Hall scriator'Sheri Badger
was "furious- that the resolution was
up for discussion by the GSS. '
"We don't have the power to make
any organization accountable to us. "
she said.
The resolution makes provisions for..
a Tl.B represemtativt will inform the
student body through the GSS through
a weekly report about its activities.
Badger sarcastically proposed that if
the resolution were to pis, the GSS
should make afli campus boards and
committees responsible to the GSS.
Sponsor of the resolution, fraternity
senator Stepharie Fitch, said the GSS
has a responsibility to the students.
"I think this is at least a start. We do
•
• have a responsibility to upgrade the el- students interested -in the senate.
• fiesessesr - and the way the•-studem body----St. ~noes it takes.* Ittik
sees • Fampus organizations," Fitch said
said. _ In other. less controversial issues, the-
Off-campus senator Gary 'Fogg
pointed out that senators arc accoun-
table to students.
"As student' senators. we are accoun-
table to students. Our responsibility is
to try to be informed of TUB's activities
so we can be accountable to our consti-
tuents," Fogg said.
Off-campus • senator Mike Scott
disagreed with the resolution, stating it
will be ineffective.
"There's no efficiency that's going to
come from this. TUB's a separate enti-
ts. If we have a problem with TU.B,
we'll sit dos:II and talk With then;. This
isn't a solution to anything." Scott
Fraternity senator Cris .Cole found
nothing wrong With the reSoliition
. "I don't. see anything unfnendis It's
Just an invitation for them to come
here." he ,said 
Fitch concluded by saying the resolu-
tion would provide incentive for TUB
to cme to GSS meetings.
"If we • have open invitations to
students, why haven't we got people
here' I know there's more than zero
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senate passed resolutions to increase the
wage for the GSS secretary and
parliaMentarian, to allocate $98 to cover
registration and travel expenses for fisc
UMaine students trip to a leadership
conference in Presque Isle, and to con
tribute S679 for seven UMaine students'
trip to Orlando. Fla:, to represent thc
UMaine Circle K organization at its in-
ternational convention.
*Quotes
•
 
(coafirmed front page I)
Discussing the summit, Speakes said
he "felt that 'Gorbachev was really get-
ting the advantage over us in his give-
and-take with reporters, while Reagan
was very tentative and stilted" in his  II
mtnenW
"Fearing that Reagan was losting the
media verwin of Near Wars. ! =sir-titled
Mark Weinberg (a White House press
aide) to draft some quotes for the presi•
dent," Speakes wrote
"I polished the quotes and told the
press that while the two leaden stood
together at the end of one session, the
president said to Gorbachev. 'There is
much that divides us, but 1 believe the
world breathes easier bet:1111%C we art
talking here together
"Another Reagan quote which we
manufactured that received extensive
pies in the press was, 'Our differences
are serious, but so is our commitment
to improving understanding." Sprakes
wrote
"In retrospect. it was acarly wrong
to take such liberties.", he added
"Certain1),, -Reagan would not have
disavowed the words, taet the Soviets
could has e said they nes et heard
anything like that Luckily, the Russians
didn't dispute the quotes and I had been
abipio spruce up the president's image
by/taking a bit of lib:fly with Ms PR
Man's bcense.
Fitzwater. cOITIIT1CIII ing on his poll, N ,
said, "I don't make up quotes and I
don't pisi write them and run them hv
the president
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UNIaine hosts Holocaust s -rnposiun
br INN lila
stun writer 
Every generation has to confront the
moral implications of the Holocaust and
what it ICUS us about the dark side of
humanity. said William J. Baker, acting
director of the University of Maine
Honors Center.
The Honors Center. along with the
Bangor Theological Seminary and the
Jewish Community Center, is conduc-
ting a five-day symposium on "Inter-
preting the Holocaust." The sym-
posium began Sunday and will continue
until Thursday as pan of Holocaust
Reinemberance Week. -
"Pie crowds haven't been as large as
hoped — but it is a busy time of the
11
Foe The Campo
Do you know what your Dormitory
Governmast Board (DGB) or your Area
Campus Board (ACS) does? If so, you
are one of few.
According to a survey conducted in
the five dining commons. 89 percent of
student residents are not familiar with
their ACB and 60 percent do not know
the name of their DGB president. The
survey has an accuracy of plus or minus
three points.
Assistant Dean of Student Services
Michael McQuarne said the student
year. '• Baker said. "Some speakers
have been stimulating and the discussion
of Shoah and the poetry session were
well attcnted."
Baker said he was pleased with the
turnout of the first two days and is look-
ing forward to more rewarding ex-
periences.
Wednesday and Thursday's events
are:
• The film "The Courage to Care"
followed by a discussion led by Sandor
Goodhan from Cornell University at
noon on Wednesday at the Honors
Center.
• A panel presentation and discussion
on —Teaching the Holocaust in
Schools" on Wednesday from 1:30-5
p.m. at Fogler Library.
government board's purpose is to plan
social activities, to represent its respec-
tive community by giving the students
a place to express their concerns, and to
provide a place for students to develop
leadership skills.
McQuarrie said. "They were
developed as a response to a group of
students who wre concerned with mak-
ing a community that was fun to live
in. "
DGBS as the name implies, are
boards set up to deal with concerns an
each dormitory. The three ACEls. East.
West. and South, mature activities and
deal with concerns of their area.
• Interfaith services at the Newman
Center at 7:30 p.m. Thursday.
The purpose of the symposium is to
inform people about what the holocaust
is and to raise the general moral issues.
Baker said.
The moral issues are concerns about
authoritarian regimes, bigotry and its
consequences, and choices people make,
he said.
Susan Harkins, a teacher at Falmouth
High School, said teaching high school
or college students about the Holocaust
should raise these moral issues. It should
make students aware of their own lives
and choices and encourage them tO ex-
press those thoughts in art, writing and
speech.
"We try to make the point that all the
I,
Getting students involved with the
boards has been a problem. Knox Hall
DGB President Jason Happel said, "In-
cluding the executive board six people
attend the meetings on the average. "
DGB is set up so there is a represen-
tative from each floor section. If every
representative showed up, there would
by about 20 members attending Dli(.;
meetings.
McQuarrie said there are many
variables which contribute to students'
Lack of interest and involvement in the
goscrnment boards. He said a strong ad-
viser and strong student leadership are
needed to get students interested.
 
00ZEBALL
 
 IS BACK!!!
Help Sponsor
Spenser!!!
,
• \0 0
;goo
participants had decisions to make all
along the way," Harkins said.
She will be addressing this at the panel
discussion on teaching the Holocaust.
Dunng the last 10 years there has been
a great deal of new attention and given
to the Holocaust, Baker said. He said
this might be because of a new moral
consciousness raised by the Vietam War.
Another reason could be that people
want to get all recollection out of the
survivors before they die, he said.
Baker said he hopes the symposium
Mill make people aware of the 'causes
and consequences of the Holocaust.
"The result should be that there never
'anot her .holocaust or that if there is
one that we'll see it for what it IS and
stand up in opposition to it." Baker
said.
area boards
"I 'think people who don't know
DGIls choose not to know them," he
said. "Many students are disinterested
or feel indifferent. I've also heard peo-
ple say it doesp't really matter, but if wc
didn't have DGBs for a year people
would say they need representation."
McQuarrie also said many students
do not get involved because of their busy
schedules. "There are just so many pur-
suits on campus and students are so busy
with other activities that many simply
have a different set of priorities," he
said.
Captains Meeting, April 13th,
Crossland Alumni Center
(see BOARI)s page 6)
PLAYOFFS: April 15th, at 6:00 pm 
Get Your Application Into APO Mailbox
Deadline is April 12
FINALs:MAINE DAY!
Wednesday, April 20th
6
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Maine Day to begin with parade
by Twari Ilarttanl
Sian write( 
Maine Day '88 is just a week avv-ay
and organizers say they hope to see a
high rate of participation by students
and faculty. .
A "come as you are" pajama parade
is scheduled to kick Off the day's events
at 6:30 a.m: April 20.
"We want all the people who are bold
and brave and maybe just a little bit
crazy to come on out and join the
parade." said Nancy Dysart, director
of alumni activities. "They don't even
have to get dressed, just come as they
are in their pajamas. but they should be
suretamear a coat because it'a liable to
be cold."
• Other participants. expected to join
the parade include the university band.
cheerleaders,: fire putts and .Bananas
the Bear:
There will betwo work shifts-for ser-
vice projects,. Dysart, said. The, first is
from 8 a.m. to 10 a.m., -and the second
is from lirn. to noon.
"The president and the university,
have made a commitment and a promise
to the students by giving them a day off
from classes, so students should uphold
their part and do whatever they can for
service projects." said John Ames,
Maine Day student chair "We should
all get out together to help improve our
community."
Projects include raking, sweeping.
painting and cleaning up around the
campus.. -
Ames said he expects between 2.500-
and 3.000 people to participate this year.
He said that tithe number that has par-
ticipated each year since Maine Day. was
reinstated in 1986.
Maine -Day was first established in
1935 and became an annual tradition
until the 1970s, when students began.
abusing their .day off, Ames said.
Radio station WWFX will be bring-
ing its remote broadcast van to the cam-
pus and will be broadcasting live from
project sites and from the barbecue to
be held • later in the day. Ames said. •
Sixteen students fmm Kharkov State
.University in the Soviet Union will be on
-.campus next week. They will be par-
ticipating in especial service project,
Dysart said
•-•We want to find some special pro-
ject for the students so. they can have
something to leave hind at the uniser-
ady for.ever-, " she . -
Fallowing the cc projects. a
barbecue will be held at the steam plant
parking lot for everyone with a UMaine
identification card. Dysart said. The
barbecue begins at I 1:30 a.m. and food
will-be served until 1:30 that afternoon
"Something different this year is that
members of the faculty will be prepar-
ing and serving food to the students."
Dysart said. "We've had a tremendous
response from the-faculty for this.
Bananas will be at the barbecue and
will serve as one of the judges in a ted-
dy bear contest beginning at I- p m.
The Committee for Student Publications
Is now accepting applicationt for If-* folkrAirs.; po$:!:0115-
•Editor, Daily Maine Campus
•Business Manager. Daily Maine Campus
Editor, Prism
• Editor, Maine Review
APOlication forms are available from the Dept. of Joasrn 8. Broadcasting,
107 Lord Hall Application deadline Is
April 15th.
• •-••••1.1•1-4.4•••••-4•41.•••••••-•-•••••••••41.1•4•4•4141-0-0.11.-•••-•••-•-•.11.111•4•4•11•0411.10-.04.sp.
A Maine Bound Invitation
Do you lose the %Ildreliess?
Do you like working with people?
Do you have any of the following skills?
Canoeing. Backpacking -Camping
Rock Climbing - Biking
Experiential Education - Groups
If so, you could be hired to co-lead a wilderness
trip for new students
Maine bound is now hiring enthusiastic, energetic staff
for the New Student Summer Program:
Aug. 2 5 - Sep. 2.
• • Staff Training May 10- 14
•• Application Deadline is Friday. April 22
For more information
Maine Bound, Memorial Union, 581-1794
0
These true-rake bags we a raider
to stoniest/ who helped le the eohike
.pro)ects during last year's Melee Day.
Philip Locke, an associate -professor
of mathematics at UMame, and his
hand will provide entertainment at the
barbecue. Ames said
• The annual ooze-ball tournament will
be held by the steam plant parking lot.
Oozeball is Yolk -ball played in mud.
• The tournament will raise money for
Operation Liftoff of Mame a wish -
fulfillment program for children with
. life-threatening illnesses
This year, proceeds will be donated to
• help fulfill the final wish of an 11-
- year-old boy with cystic fibrosis
- "With Operation I iftoff. the wishes
'always 'include the child and his entire
Orsaalaenr Vie Ids yeses 'yew hope
there wal be a Wei ran el sterket aad
ferric, particles**.
family." Dysart said "It loves them
all one last happs memory together "
'The university chamber orchestra will
be performing in front of the library
from m. to 9 p.m., said Barbara
Ives, Memorial Union program
coordinator
Maine Day '88 will end with the Ray
Boston Summertime Anytime Beach
Party sponsored by the Union' Board
This will be held from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
in the Field House of the Memorial
(iym
There will be two swimming pools,
sand, a miniature golf course, and free
Haagen Dar ice cream, Ames said
POSITION VACANCY
Department of Residential Life
Family Housing Assistant-University Park
The Family Housing Assistant a a part-time, live in
staff member -who works to promote community development
among residents of University Park As a representative
of Residential Life: the Family Housing Assistant will
communicate and uphold policies related to family
housing and Residential Life. Responsibilities
include community development, programming,
communication, management assistance and staff development
REQUIREMENTS:
1. Familiarity with family housing
2. Maintain eligibility for family housing while employed
3. Be a full-time student at the University of Maine
&Outside employment must be approved by the
Univ. Park Coordinator. ; :-
5. Maintain a 2.0 semester and GPA.
6. Demonstrate skills in program development
7 Residence in a University Park apartment at a location
determined by the West Campus. Office
COMPENSATION: $170.00 per
APPLICATION PROCEDURE
Applications may be obtain
West Campus Office, 101 W
40P
I • th
from
• • $ $ ons
APPLICATION DEADL NE:
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*Fee  (continued from page I
Shaeleeis w voge Mg yet aralegerada-
eel date on a referendum which, if pass-
ed. %souk' increase the student com-
munication fee to $6 per semester. Slts•
itnhe added money. the Campus
has plans to expand its subscriptions to
syndicated columns and news services,.
S'ertefeuille said students enjoy
reading the Dr Ruth and Rolling Stone
columns the paper now runs. Other syn-
dicated columns and news services are
a possibility in the future:
-There is also talk of .incliiding the
weather with graphic and the added fee
"will definitely improsc the paper and
what we can offer the readers," she
said.
We will also be able to increase our
coverage of sports when teams travel to
other parts of the country for post
season play." Vettefeuille said.
The Daily Maine Campus and
WAIFS have different sources of fun-
ding, resulting in the differing amounts
they receive from the communication
fee
MEB. is a college radio station.
cannot accept advertisements and is
funded directly by the College of Arts
deal Rick St Metre reads the Daily
tfaine Campus,-which may be forced to
become g depeding on the
outcome of the Ante
and Sciences' budget. About half its
budget comes from the communication
fee. Venefeutlle said.
Steve Craig, chair of the Department
of Journalism and Broadcasting. said,
"WMEB is part of the university ac-
counting system while the Campus
opetata_ its _own accounting system
(with its own Ausiness manager)."
The Campus receives most of its fun-
ding from advertising revenue and gets
no money from the-College of Arts and
Sciences. Funds were received from the
journalism department in the past, but
are now being phased out.
"Ben though we are phasing out the.
grant given by the department over the
next two years. it's not fair to say that -
we don't support the Campus," Craig.
said. "The university supplies them with
the basement of Lord Hall rent free.
withheat and electricity prosided by the
university also.
"We also prostdc a faculty adviser.
which costs us money." Craig said
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U.S. gives Soviets instruction
  
in tile( of advertising
'MOSCOW (AP)—Soviet
businessmen got a cram course in,
Madison Avenue advertising, com-
plete with Diet Coke commercials
and the reminders that the "customer
' is—kiniCtiss an annual meeting of
U.S. and Soviet- business leaders
opened Tuesday.
The 11th yearly session of the
U S. -1''.S.S.R. Trade and Economic
Council, which works to foster com-
mercial ties between the superpowers.
comes at a time when the Soviets are
actively courting foreign capital and
- expertise to rejuvenate their stagnant
state-run economy.
• However, the notorious bad quali-
ty and limited range of Soviet goods
has hindered many firms and trade
organizations from selling abroad,
despite exhortations from Soviet
Communist Party General Secretary ,
Mikhail S. Gorbachev to increase_
exports..
"Soviet organirations should ex-
pect to meet g large amount cit- skep-
ticism as' they enter the American
market," James H. Dowling, presi-
dent of Burson-Marsteller, a US.
public relations .firm, told an all-day
seminar held by the council to help
Sosiet firms plan sales and marketing
campaigns in the United States.
Elsewhere at the Foreign Trade
Center, a sprawling .hotel and con-
ention complex on the banks of the
Moscow River, business and VW:fa-
ment officials from the superpowers
held separate meetings to discuss
cooperation in industry, science and
technology and in specific fields like 
machine-building.
About 400 Americans are to take
part in the three-day gathering.
Commerce Secretary William Veri-
ty headed the U.S. delegation.
Two Soviet products that have
found a niche in the U.S. market are
Stolichnaya vodka and Belarus trac-
tors, Dowling told an audience of
about 150 people. ,
But he cautioned budding Soviet
exporters that "abundance of
choice" in the U.S. market makes it
tough for newcomers.
"The customer is king." Dowl-
ing said during his one-hour address
that explained the mechanics of the
American marketplace in terms that
Vtould be unfamiliar to many Sciviets. - •
Despite economic reforms design-
, ed to make Soviet firms more respon- • -
sive to consumer demand, shortages'
and lack of high-quality goods re-
main common problems, and. the
customer, far from having a choice.
Just often settle for poor merchandise
because there is no alternative.
G. Marc Hamburger, an.assistant
vice-president of the- ( Oca-Cola Co.,
lsee LEARN pay 10)
1"11
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Eat Healthy with ... CANTEEN
Freshly polished apples. orznp,es
and other fruit, garden-fresh cnspy...
% sadads, low tat milk, fruit juice,. a%randy of flavored dietetic yogurjs
and exciting sandwich options are
all presented through modem vend- •
ihg equipment, offered exclusively
by CANT-LEN.
Prepared fresh every day in the im-
maculate CANTEEN kitchens and
delivered by a Canteen representa-
tive, you are assured of freshness
and .\1-1avoilul lunches.. day after
day. The atkied convenience and
speed 1)1v ended f nods can add hours
and satisfaction to your bus). day.
For the health of the CaliMc-con-
scious busy person on the go. we
suggest a nutritious lunch fmni
CANTEEN - We think you 11 like it!
-- • -
244 Perry Road 252 Old Lisbon Road
BANGOR LEWISTON
"9•5-66611 704-116
Frr.hli Sr ed
SANDWICHES
ICE CREAM
FRUIT
HOT & COLD DRINKS
HOT & COLD ENTREES
DESERTS \
MILK
CANDY
ASSORTED SNACKS
DOLLAR BILL CHANGERS
76 Dating Aye
SO PORTLAND
T?I-SHIt
•
s'•
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*Boards  (continued from page 3)"
Dana Sescrence, the adviser of West
Campus Board and the resider:: direc-
tor of Corbett Hall, said students may
not by participating in area boards
because they don't know about thern.
He said, "Few people know the area
board exists."
Severence said 
_students may not
realize that complex boards were replac-
ed by area boards this year. the ACBs
were once known as complex boards.
but the structure and name of the board
was changed to coincide with .last year'.
Residential Life changes.
Residential Life combined Hilltop
and Stewart complexes to form East
Campus and combined York and Stod-
der complexes to form South Campus.
Wells Commons is now known as West
Campus.
Severence said the ACBs had a hard
time getting organized this year. "There
was a breakdown in communcation with
IDB (Interdormitory Board)." he
said. "IDB said they wanted to run the
elections and then no one was here to
run them. " West Campus has had a
temporary board and an interim presi-
dent since the beginning of the year.
McQuarne said, "IDB had a hard
time getting people interested in runn-
ing elections. RDs (resident directors)
and RAs (resident assistants) are tradi-
tionally called on to organize the boards
and that wasn't done this tone. " to s meeting if an upperclassman hadn't
East Campus Board President Derek invited me down," Berry said
. Partridge said students aren't involsed Many of the boards has e had trouble
because of *lack. of awareness. "At th•-----sgaanling Ow money alkicafed bs IDB-beginning of the semester we had about IDEI awards each DGB and ACB $2 per$10,000 and students don't know this resident. If the money is not spent the
money is for them," Partridge said. board may use the money the following
One-way East Campus-Board intends
to increase its visibility, according to
Partridge, is to set up an office in the
'baserneru of Cumberland Hall with an
answering machine. He said, "This way
if students have a concern they can call
or stop by "
Partridge said he hears people com-
plain in the cafeteria all the time, but no
one ever addresses the board with these
problems. "1 don't think they realize
that if they'd show up at the meetings
they could solve a lot of these pro-
blems," he said.
Don Berry, DGB president of Gan-
nett Hall for two years, said the problem
is not a lack of awareness, but a shor-
tage of upperclassmen living in Gannett
to provide" leadership. "Freshmen
haven't been around hi_taji etiomdt to
know what's going oaks the dorm and •
to know what can be done with the
money." he said.
Three years ago, Berry said, the
meetings were packed. He said it was the
upperclassmen who got the freshmen in-
volved. "I would have never gone down
McQuarrie said, "One group would
say they are stockpiling money. I see
that as an indication of a structure tht
is in place that does not effectively spend
money for the students Students have
actually been cheated out of money. I
guarantee' you, if you had a group
together to spend the money ihey'd
spend "
East Campus Board (FCB) hired a
live band this semester, but fo rthe most
part. Partridge said. "we are (ECB) in
an organizational stge to make us ,visi-
ble " He said the board wasn't
deseloped until the beginning of second
second semester which made it difficult
for the group to get es entsoplanned
Despite the low turnout at meetings.
-"Sekereace is pleased with the progress of
the West Campus Board "Considering
that this is the first you foe area boards
don't think it is so bad. We've made
use of the money we have in const ruc •
live ways. "
West Campus Board finalized a plan
started last year to provide all the dot-
Write for the Campus
We're looking for volunteer writers for next semester!
See Monica at Suite 7A, Lord Hall. 
mitories in the area with computers, ac-
cording to Severance. He stud the board
put on a magic show in the fall and the
group's major pre** for the spring is
a semiformal.
Es en thoughonly six students attend
the meetings. Happel said the Knox Hall
DGB has not had a problem welding
money. The board's biggest promo has
been the opening of a game room in the
basement of the dorm
The game room includes fooseball.
ping pong. bumper pool, a video game.
Jukebox and a new pool table. The room
is open from a.m. to II p.m
Heppe! said, "We decided we wanted'
something that would last not just
throughout the year but for future
residents." He said the board con-
ducted a poll of the residents in the dor-
mitory to sec *hat they wanted. "The
game room has been packed ever since
it opened," Heppe! said
Hi said the board probably spent
$1,300 this year. The board also shows
movies fiery Weithieiday tight. Happel
said, "They pack the TV lounge esery
Wednesday night. They are good' for
studs breaks "
Knox Hall DGB paid a team's entrs
fee for the FIJI marathon this year
Happel said, -All students have to do
is come to the meetings and ask and
we're more than willing to help "
The boards are essentially in place to
make the dormitory community a bet-
ter place to live, but Mi.-Quartse said
each board comes together and defines
its own purpose.
WHAT IS MAINE DAY?
6:30- 8:30 VAKF UP PARADE
Come as sou are P .J parade
SERVICE PROJECTS 8:00 - 12:00
Join the hundreds of students besetif,ing the campus'. Projects range from
cleaning the tennis courts to painting dormiter., wings. If ,ois wort kit the
morning. ,ou will reerie,. button which ratifies you to free adw.fssioe
to the barbegne and beach parts
BARBEQUE 11:00 - 2:00
tat at the barbenne sponsored by Gammas 'sigma Sigma
It is betas lucid I. front of the Steam Plant lot. Sindents with a button
Get psyched for some greet food!!
00ZEBAU. ENO - 5:00
Volleyball I. the mad!! II" of mod!! Oonehall Is a fundraiser for Operation
Liftoff, a wish fulfillment (etiolation for Maine's semisoft children
Help sponsor Spencer. a child with cystic fibroses.
Help au dream come true, Nest to the steam plant lot lest...erskii out for the misid'.'.!
NAY BOSTON 9:00 - 1:00
%bat party!! Saod, sus, and surf at Ray IlostoWs Sammertime Anytime
Beach party Is the fieldhosse. Free admission if you work is the morning.
di others pay four dollars.
Muss MN est In le sada se ~yew portidpsta so
BAY. AO 211.
eat free.
I
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•
'sirs e Mingle. left. I Wiversity of Maine exhibits preparstor, and Alec Richard-
son. kI Maine junior from Roothbay Harbor majoring in art and human
development. week to hang Richardson's oil on canvas painting titled " Attain-
ment.- one of 154 pieces in the 19110 Student Art show to be displayed in
arnegw Hall and Hauck galleries on campus. t public reception will open
the show from 4-" p.m. April 14-rn Carnegie Hall. More than 30 works will
be on displav in the Hauck (.allery April 14-Slay 4 with the others to be on
exhibit in ( arnegie April 14-May 6. For More information on the show, con-
tact the I Maine Psn Colketioa, 5/11-3255.
Order of Omega
is now accepting nominations for
the academic year 1988-1989
Order of Omega is the national Greek Honor
Organization. It is based on recognizing the
fraternity men and women who have made the
effort to improve life at UMaine through cam-
pus and community service.
Nomination forms can be picked up in the
Student Activities Office, located on the
'second floor of the Memorial Union.
Deadline for nominations
is April 14th.
7
Placement office has list
of summer jobs available
W Opals IlastwItk -----
STaff Write,
Summer is almost here, but not all
University of Maine students have
decided what to do for the next three
months. For those students still without
summer jobs, the Office of Career Plan-
ning and Placement may be able to help.
The office has P9 summer job listings
available for students.
"We have more jobs than .we have
students to fill them," said Sherry
Earley, assistant director of Career
Planning and Placement.
For five years, the office has offered
the Part-Time and Summer Employ-
ment Program to students interested in
summer jobs.
Jobs available range from internships
in specific fields of study to waiting
tables and camp counseling.. ---
Many of the jobs are in Maine. but
Earley said there are plenty of cut of
state listings.
Earley also said students currently
enrolled in a degree program who are
taking at least three credit hours at
UMaine can go to the office to register
and take advantage of the program.
The office has compiled listings of the
jobs into a large three-ringed binder.
The jobs are separated into different
categories. Some are under engineering.
computer science, arts and sciences and
tourism. Others can be found under
miscellaneous, Earle* said.
Vier filling out a form, the students
receive a red card that gives them access
to files on any job they may be in-
terested in, she said.
The files contain details about the
lobs anirreirtheitiicti how-to getin
touch with the employers or apply for
the jobs.
Earley said employers send the job
notifications to the university each year.
Some send them at the beginning of the
summer, while others don't send them
until the end of the season. She said the
jobs available change daily.
"I would advise studentsto come in
on a weekly basis to see what new jobs
have come in," Earley. said.
In addition to the regular listings, she
said the office has other resources
available to students.
-.1 -
The officelis books on how to fled
summer jobs ainthow to write a resume.
There are also books_with listings or
summer internships throughout the
country.
A separate book listing camp counsel-
ing jobs also is available, Earley said.
These jobs are separated by state for
students wishing to live in a certain area.
Earley said counselors at the Career
Planning and Placement Office are
available for individual sessions with
students who want to develop a different
summer job search: Students with
specific desires may find this option
helpful, Earley said.
"Coming in and looking fat the op-
tions) is the best thing to do:" Earley
said
000000000000000000000000[
RESERVE OFFICERS TRAIN CORPS
TONIGHT'S
HOMEWORK IS TAKING
THAT HILL.
If you re looking for excitement and adven
ture you ll find it when you enroll in Army
ROTC Its not your ordinary college elective
ARMY ROTC
SMAIICITST COLLEGE
COURSE TOO CAI TARE
Call Major Porter at 581 1126 for information
%%%%% 555 55imsss WANTED 
$ Production Workers_For-AdvertWng
•
The Daily Manx' Campus• 40,90;
3 for Fall Semester 1988.
5 Typing skills helpful, but only accuracy
is needed.
4
Apply at the Daily_Maine Campus in the
5 Basement of lord Hall.
4.1"00,simswow,.. '. \', 555 5,55\
I
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Editorial 
Development needs curbing
hile big developera.devour Urge chunks of'
Maine each week, Gov. John R. McKernan
Jr. continues to let politics get in the was. of
legislation that would control growth in Maine.
A a bill requiring all comm-unities to draft com-
prehensive plans will go before the Maine house and
Senate this week, and McKernan has said he will veto
the measure if legislators pass it.
He opposes a measure that would encourage, but not
require, communities to submit their plans for state
certi4Cation.
According to the Maine Sunday Telegram. "The
governor doesn't want the state reviewing town plans
He also thinks a large state role in growth management
will cost too much money."
Maybe so, but he also should look-at-the conse-
quences of his action.
According tc, the Telegram the law-,would: — Require
Each MUnicipiTity 10 enact a comprebentive Plan arid
land-use ordinances. . •
— 
Require to work together to protect shared
MSOLIMIGS. ,
— 
Require towns to designate rural areas and those
that will accommodate growth.
— 
Estalish 10 statewide goals that should promote
orderly growth while protecting Maine's natural
In short, the bill Mckernan *ants to veto is a solu-
tion to the development problems plaguing the state..
"(Mckernan's) opposition may cause the hard-fought
growth management compromise to unravel in the com-
mittee this week, or at least come out with a divided
gtring-ttit---crare -for a- flour fight in
the full Legislature," the Telegram stated.
If McKernan kills the bill, which is supported by the
Maine Municipal Association, which represents. Mine's
490 communities, he will be depriving Maine corn-
munities -of something already in short supply: time
Each day the Legislature fails to enact kgislation to
control 'growth, deselopers continue to creep into
Maine. .
If the Legislature does not enact meaningful legisla-
tion soon, Maine residents could find themselses faced .
with the traffic tie-ups. crowded communities and pollu•
tion that plagues towns and cities in southern New .
Hampshire. Massachusetts, Connecticut and Rhode.
Island.
Communities in these areas are loing the appeal that
initially attracted people to them.
Farms and-forests have gives way to subdisisnins.
• chopping -mans -and -0111-&-Compk‘cs New residents are
beginning to find the way of life they thought the) left
behind creeping back into their lives."
Those who moved to Maine .are no'exception.
Until the McKernan administration stops using
politics to stall legislation to control and begins to work__
with the Legislature, residents of Maine can _look for-
ward to more growth, traffic and headaches.':
McKernan. a native MaitICT, should not let this
happen.
aile La h. r
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Michael Di Cicco
The recent multitude of bomb
scares at the Unisersity of Maine is
both dangerous and costly to the
umsersity community . And I'm sure
the department of public safety and
Solunteer fire department are doing
their best to put an end to them.
Howeser. with all this bomb..sasre
1-66P1a7iiii-aa around. -I believe it's
about time for the official -Who Be
Doing It. That Bomb St-we Thing
poll
Here's how it works: Pick from the
list below one. of the computer.
generated candidates. whom sou
beliese could be doing it. that bomb
scare thing
Also, if you base another can
&late in mind. pkahe *nu' down his
or her name and the reasons why you
feel the) may be doing it, that bomb
ware thins.
Send all submissions to the Daily
('aMp$A3, ‘are of myself.
The 4:andidates for the official
14 ho Be 1)oing It. That Bomb Scare
Thing poll are:
.niversity of Maine President
Dale Lick—In order to persuade the
L'Maine board of trusters to pass a
mandatory student bomb scare foot
ball stadium (is.
2) Militant feminist groups on
campus --- V. ho want to conik-m
building ruunedatter amide. such as
Little and Nesillt halts
3) Professor and Department of
Computer Science Chairpe n.
vorgc Markow+k) 
--Just to • he
means business about %ter fig the
lyrics to the Maine '
4) Members of the attic Peace
Action (.0MMItilet! Because now
that the UMa c Foundation
divested, the up doesn't know
what else to ) with itself.
5) AMY ow Campus Editor Jan
‘'ertef —Because she was sick
and t ed of slow news days at the
hI Assorted uniscrsity %ice
presidents—Who arc threatening to
reorganize not Just the academic col-
leges, but the actual buildings
themselves
7) A deranged Maine Campus
columnist—Who lust needed tahave.
something to wnte this week's col-
.umn on.
There sou hese them, the official,
computer
-generated candidates for
the Who Be Doing It. That Bomb
.Scare Thing poil.
Send the name of one of the above
candidates or the name and reason of
your favorite unlisted candidate to
me at the Daily Maine Campus
Depending on reader response. I
will print the poll results in my col-
umn next week
Michael Di CICCO is is journalism
major from Essex Junction.
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Response
Store rejects U.S. pennies
I o the editor
The scene: Thursday
night—it was dark, damp and
delirious. The one dollar cover
charge at the Bear's Den Pub
night threw the esening's
budget off, but we managed to
make the BEST of it. After a
full night of R and B with The
Wasebreakers, it was time for
some relaxation—with coffee
donuts. The tank sizas.empty—;
our pockets were empty—it
seemed our luck had run dry—
then, suddenly. a solu-
tion pennies from heaven; a
desperate man's last resort. We
count them—slowly, exactly.
penns by penny, dollar tis
_
dollar Alas...chocolate donuts.
coffee and a beef and bean bur-
rifts-. -YUMMY! 
Wegot out of -the
"lemon." and carefully chose
out dining pleasure. We put
them on the counter. We ask-
ed him if he was prepared for
our multitude of purely copper
coinage. He peered down from
his throne and said, smuggly:
"I'm sorry. I don't HAVE to
take those unless they're roll-
,
"WHAT!???"
We looked, at each other in
sheer disbelief, realizing that we
hail made a'small miscalcula-
tion How were we to know
that this store would not accept
U.S. currency? Nothing we
could say to this convenience
store slug -would away—he
decision.
"NO," he said, as our late
night munchie trip ended in
disaster.
So, we went home and drank
instant coffee, and ate the last
can of tuna, some Stea.M.XI
hfOC‘Oh, and some SunMaid
raisins, all the time wondering
what kind of currency we
would need to buy gas irk the
morning .
The moral to the story:
Never go toa store late and ex-
pect 141 pay in pennies.
Susan Payson
Cilb Rogerson
Bomb scares irresponsible
To the editor
In response to, the large
number of bomb scares late!).
I am writing to the person or
persons who have made the
calls to the police.
Your prank calls ARE NOT
funny. Your seeming!)
harmless phone calls could
residt in people DYING some
day if there is a real bomb in a
building and people think it's
just another false alarm and
stay inside.
• Picture the scene: Your
friends enter a building A
bomb is reported to be in the
building but your friends re-
main calmly inside,' knowing"
that it's just another scare An
explosion rips through the
building. Your friends will now
he DEAD and YO1'w ill be
responsible because you made
phone calls which lulled them
into believing that all bomb
reports are false: 'YOU WILL
BE RESPONSIBLE -= think
about it.
Your actions have- proven
that you are immature and ir-
responsible — please do
- everyone a favor and grow up
or get some professional help.
Linden McCLure
York Hall
Column fails in accuracy
To the editor
This letter is in response to
"Seeing through amber's
eye." the column by Kirsten
Schulze that appeared in the
April. 12 edition of the Dud,.
%lame t'ampus.
I had hoped that her"com-
men( s would denounce-the re-
cent fad -of calling in bomb
scares. Instead, her entire arti-
cle irresponsibls praises an ac-
tic ity which ranks with pulling
fire alarms or s andalizing park-
ed cars. Nothing constructive
results from bomb scares. Time
and mono are wasted. The ma-
jority of the affected persons
arc greatly inconsemenced but
Kirsten considers this as
humanitarian.
While I appreciate your
newspaper ran her article,
freedom of the press and all
that, I hope opposing view-
points get equal billing.
1 astly, whether or not
Kirsten's article exposes her
true feelings, it fails at being ra-
tional, accurate, or responsible.
N'tA5SACAVTIC) MIRACA
Ste% e Philbrick
Orono
concern for safetj,
shouldn't dwindle
To the editor:
As eseryone well knows,
the many recent bomb
threats on campus have been
dist rupt ing and bothersome.
What concerns me is the fact .
that people's attitudes
toward the safety of others
are fading. I will agree just
as quick as anyone that the
many threats must be related
to one particular person, and
. that there probably is no
bomb.
'Still, we don't know this.
Last Friday night there-
was another threat; this time
in Hart Hall—a dorm. I was
with my friends watching
television. We heard a knock
on the door and, as usual we
said, "Come in." No one
answered. After we repeated
the saying followed by no
response, a member of the
group proceeded to the dOor.
and opened it. No one was
there.
"Probably was Keith
playing tricks on us
again," chuckled someone.
A half hour later a few of us
decided to go downstairs.
We were surprised to see two
strange men standing outside
the doorway looking at us
like we were from another
planet.
"What are you doing
here?" one of the men ask-
ed us. By now we were quite
confused. Why would so-
meone ask me what I am
here; this is a dorm and I do
live here. The man then add-
ed, "You're not supposed to
be here. A bomb threat is
going on." Well, isn't that
special? A bomb courd have
exploded in the dorm and
here we were watching T. V.
inside. If we didn't go
downstairs we would have
been still in there.
We told them there were
two more people in the dorm
where we came from, and
soonafter.t he two appeared
outstdr. • —
I'm not saying I enjoy
missing classes from bomb
threats, but rather being
aware there is one in pro-
gress. It's obvious more peo-
ple would be upset if a bomb
actually did go off and the
whole group died. People
would question the lack of
effort to see that everyone's
safety was secured. Of
course no one wants this to
happen, but it really could
happen if people follow the
procedures only half way.
My message to all is Um-
ple. Please don't get
discouraged in your job to
warn people of these threats,
because this incident may
happen again and not have
a happy ending.
-All it takes is once.
Jeffrey L. Cloutier
Hart Hall
Got a gripe? Let us know
about it! Write to the
Maine Campus
Student Senate
backs increase
To the editor:
What would you do if you couldn't find a copy of The
Daily Maine Campus everyday? It sounds impossible, but
it could. become a reality. That is why the General Stu-
dent Senate is supporting the increase in the Communica-
tion Fee from $3 to $6.
For the past nine years, The Daily Maine Campus has
been just that — daily. Without the increase the paper
might go bi-weekly. This would be a great loss to the
university. It not only serves as an information guide, but
alw"—Wztvicleshands-on learning experience for journalism
students.
The Daily Maine Campus and WMEB are run by the
students, for the students. Because of this they are in
touch with what we like to read and hear. It would be
a shame to set these two media have to cut back on their
services to us. We urge you to support the upcoming
referendum, which will keep The Daily Maine Campus
and WMEB alive.
Public Relations t'oninsittee
of Student Government
The Daily h
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Fighting continues despite accord
•
SLAM AD, Pakistan (API —
Spring thaws have opened the mountain
supply routes of Moslem guerrillas and
the seasonal surge of fighting in
Afganistan has begun despite a U.N.-
sponsored actord -ow- Soviet mititai
withdrawal
.. Leaders of the Insurgency, which
began after a communist coup on April
1987, were not parties to the Geneva
agreement announced-last week . and
have said repeatedly the would con-
tinue the war.
Western diplomats said Tuesdas there
was a sharp increase of military actistts
in the past two weeks in eastern
Afghanistan near Pakistan. About 3.5
million Afghan refugees live in camps
and cities Just inside Pakistan that serve
as bases and supply points for the
guerrillas.
Insurgents overran seven Afghan ar-
-nryixrstsIn Loser ovine nrthe first
week of April and. on Monday. a
450-unit Soviet convoy including more
than 100 armored %chicks headed south
toward the province from Kabul. the
diplomats reported'. The .said the level
of fighting appeared norrtal for early
spring.
Radio Kabul reported that Afghan
guerrillas downed a Soviet-built
pasu-nger plane near the Soviet border
on Sunday. killing all 29 people aboard.
Go *nerd Live ,t upwoos*? you can Eat anything and eyeryming you want'
from those processed meats to tatty dairy products to tnat extra
suessure ot salt But do it soon Because poor eating natyts can lea° to
his Noon cnoiesseroi. Oven can result on cioggea &nerves a damage:,
heart and an (puny chugs The American titian Association urges you to
eat senve:ry Amid-food Nan eat. sail and ct,oiestek Avod eatin;
toc much it could hilep VOii from an early grave anci iet you ove it up a
Monger
if American Heart Association
AtuRE Hc,HTING f-orQ cuP Lift
April 13-16, 1988 8:00 PM
April 14, 1988 2:00 PM
Hauck Auditorium
University of Maine. Orono
Increased fighting also was reported
in Kandahar and Khost.
The withdrawal agreement is expected
to be signed Thursday in Geneva by the
Afghan government. Pakistan and the
United -States and Sestet— Unien
guarantors. The guerrillas were not in-
sited to the negotiations and Pakistan
acted as their representative
In Moscow. an Italian source said
Vuli -„Ni'orontsos, first deput) foreign
minister. told Italian parliamentarians
that 50,000 Soviet soldiers will be
withdrawn in the first three months after
May IS. s
Soviet soldiers entered Afghanistan in
December 1979 and ‘'orontscrs•s
reported statement was the first iica-
lion Kremlin officials have given of how
many there were.
Under the accord to be signed in
Gcr.ev a:the Soviets agree to remose all
,the troops within nine months. of May
IS. half of them by Aug. IS.
Based on the figurtgiven by Voront-
soy, the total Soviet force in
Afghanistan would. be about 100.000.
a- Western -4011ZIZCS-ITAAA__eit I imxt ed At at 
115.000.
Guerrilla leaders have said they would
ignore an', agreement reached without
their direct participation, and contend
that the only real parties to the Afghan
conflict are themselves and the Soviets
They consider the government in
Kabul, now led tis Najd, " to he a
Kremlin puppet.
Diplomatic and other sources
reported more fighting in Kandahar.
Afghanistan's second- largest city. and
'said wounded, government and Soviet
soldiers arrived in Kabul last week. All
the sources spoke on condition of
anonymity.
•
first animal patent
WASHINGTON (AP) — A new type
of laboratory mouse broke legal groand
Tuesday' as the federal government
gtanted Harvard Universits the first
U.S. patent on an animal.
"A few minutes ago we issued a pa-
tent which, for the first time in the
history of the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office, covers an
animal." _Patent . Commissioner
Donald I. Quigg announced sbortls
after noon. .
This particular animal (is) a mouse
which as been genetically engineered to
as to make it' ntore susceptible to"
cancer. Quilts said,
The patent, No. 4.736.866. named
Philip Leder of Chestnut Hill. Mass.,
and Timothy A Stewart of San Fran-
• Learn
cisco as inventors of the mouse, which
is to be used for research into cancer
Patents on forms of life arc not new.
with both plants and types of bacteria
having been patented in the past
Almost any type of animal — except
humans — could be considered for a pa-
tent. ()um said
The Patent Office said last sear that
it was considering patents on animals.
following an -appellate court ruling in a
case insolsing a net. type of oyster
That ruling said that the agency could
go beyond the plants and bacteria. to
Which it had previously Limited patents
on life forms The oyster patent was
never issued, however, with esaminers
isee ANIM Al page 111
(cootiseed from page 5)
showed the audience a series of T‘'
spots promoting Diet Coke, with the
pounding music and action
-pecked
visuals drawing curious Sosiets to the
door of the auditorium.
Soviet advertising is bland and es-
tremely scanty bs. Western standards
Earlier this year , the policy-making
Central Committee of the Com-
munist Party and the go. ernment
Council of Ministers issued guidelines
to brink about a "radical restructur-
ing" in how Soviet-made goods are
promoted abroad
I rider Gorbachev 's leadership. the
Communist Party and government
have been striving to increase both
qualits and quantity of economic
production, cut bureacratic fat and
make goods stamped "Made in
L' S S R " more competitive
abroad
-34::101111MOICACICYCIC1CSC:m672•CICMIC:1CIftn,
Peach Bellini
shampoo
$1.50 pl.
Brewer Beauty Supply
428 Wilson St.
Suite 47 _
Brewer-1We. 0.6112
989-2990
(near Burger king)
SPECIALS
Design Freedom
hair care package
$9.99
res. 113.95
Blow dryers
15.95
112.95
hif us for all our hair care needs?
Mon- Fri 8 a.m.- 5 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
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•Accident
---(eselisond hos per )
David Fielder, UMaine director of
Environmental Safety, said he hopes
• to have a new ambulance on the road
by next week. The ambulance will
cost between S40.000-950.000, he
said
-UFTiti -then. UMaine stuctents who
all 911 will receive ambulance service
from Orono and Old Town. which
will cost between $75 and $100, he
said.
The University Volunteer Am-
bulance Corps responded to
emergencies for free, he said.
Fielder said he has found a replace-
ment vehicle and ts wading for fun-
ding from the administration to buy
it. He said he hope•., to purchase the
ambulance by this weekend.
Susan Sampson. UVAC coor-
dinator. said the ambulance charges
probably will be covered by
insurance.
„._ don't want pvIslic to stop 
mg an ambulance," she said "If
they need one. for God's sake call
It.
The ambulance's doors wouldn't
close, its front end was smashed and
it appeared as if its frame was bent
on one side, Fielder said
He said the vehicle will not he us
ecl as an ambulance again
"When a vehick is that damaged.
you really don't put it back in service
as an ambulance," he said, adding,
"It might be repaired to be used as
a utility truck."
•Animal
niversit) of Maine students will be showing slug and
dairy sad beef catde at the April le Orono Royal (limas&
show. Anomie stedests preparing animals for thee sixtb
annual event are: Dan O'Connor of Torrington, Co....
center: Kip Tema of Biddeford, left; and Jean Gordon
of Gorham.
• concluding that the process was not
original enough
The only other animal case occurred
in 1974. when the Patent Office refus-
ed to patent a dwarf chicken
The question ot patenting animals has
raised some controversy in recent years,
however, with opponents questioning
the ethics of changing animals
Bills have been introduced in Con-
gress to place a moratorium on such
patents until the ethical problems can be
worked out. and Quigg said that Con
tress and the scientific laboratory are
the proper forum for such debates
The patent application for the mouse,
which had been pending since June 22.
1984, met the legal requirements for a
patent, and so one was issued, he said
According to the mouse patent, a
caner-susceptible gene is introduced to
the mouse embryo when ills first form-
ed, at lhe stage of one or two cells
The genetic material used to change
the mice is spliced together from an ac-
tivated version of the mouse cancer gene
and a virus that causes mammary
tumors in mice. explained Harvard
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Are you o high school Senior or college student
looking lot- the opportunity to make mom-Sit-To heti) pay--
for your tuition? Would you tilt* the opportunity to
earn a good paycheck with overtime also available?
If the answer to these questions is yes, Country Kit-
chen Bakers would like to spook to you. We have a
number of summer positions available on a variety of
shifts and schedules.
Interested applicants, please apply at.
Country Kitchen Bakers
Pe rsonne I Dept' rt men t
10 Locust St., Lewiston, ME 04240
Monday - Friday 0:00 AM - 4:30 PM
or call
1-800-442-6777 (ME)
(QUAL OPPOIMMIT1 IMPtOYII
spokeswoman Lillian Blacker.
Having mice that are more sensitive
to cancer can be a major benefit for
researchers, Quigg said
Currently, mice are often exposed to
massive doses of chemicals to see if
cancer results. The altered rruce could be
exposed to chemical levels more like
those encountered by. humans, perhaps
making the experiments more easily
related to human dangers, Quigg said.
The Patent Office announcement
drew prompt reibetion On both cid,". of
(continued from page 10)
the issue.
Jeremy Rifkin of the Foundaton on
Economic Trends termed the action an
"arrogant abuse of power" by the Pa-
tent Office. Rifkin, who has opposed
genetic engineering, said a coalition of
groups will seek to get Congress to over-
turn the action.
But the Industrial Biotechnology
Association hailed the action for pro-
viding researchers a new tool for cancer
research
WELL...THERES_A PARTY-
Tuesday April 19th
6 - 8 p.m.
Wells Lounge
*0'FREE BEER • FREE PIZZA • FREE SODA • FREE PRIZES 0:
• If you haven't taken the challenge, it's not
too late!! You can sign up at the door and
be eligible for all of the prizes and food!
************************
SENIORS
* Did you take the Senior Challenge?*
-*-
PLANNED FOR YOU! *
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Sports
Cyders have brutal two-day opener
t/liteiwe eyelet_ Jodi ilmith walla with
he Slide Bs Ohm
Spoils Write,
**As far as racing 'goes, it/*as
bloody day." said Josh Smith,
member of the University of Mime
Cycling team. "There so many
spills, I wanted to wr,i ms signature
over the spots whet the flesh on the
track was actually mine.
Smith was referringfla the race con-
ditions at the Tufts Criterium meet held
Saturday. April 2 at Wompatuck State
Park Wingham, Massachussetts.
/Saturday's race focused around a nar-
,/ row, twisting, tree-lined course covenna
, 1.3 miles per lap. Three races were run;
a 28-mile, 39-mile, and 43.5-mile. One
for each les el of competitiose'Because
of the flatness of the course, the race
was a true test of high speed corner./
ng," said team member Rich
Goodenough. And since the cour/se
was so narrow., when one racer wiped
out he' took a lot of guys down *ith
him"
"On the first day of competition
about 60 riders were eliminated in ac-
cidents." said Smith
Brent Richardson was: the first
UMaine rider to take a. spfill about 10
1aps into the race.
was coming around a sharp turn
fee the start of the Tufts riterimai saturday.
holding tight on the outside, •• said
/Richardson, "and a sus took my line
and knocked me into the trees."
Richardson was able to re-enter. the
race. but collided with a s-sclist from the
University of New Hampshire just use
laps later, itkhardson had to withdraw
from the race due to c011ective injuries.
,
,
L'Maine's three remaining riders.
Rich GoOdenough, Stacey Fontaine and
Josh SrPith controlled the leading pack
throughout the race but were forced out
of the acl avoiding a crash while sprin
iin ir the finish line.
'Cher UMaine cyclists eliminated
' 'use of crashes were Doug Dear-;abt
rn. Duane Majka and Tom Coleman.
/ Chris Carignan dropped out of the
,race after having mechankal difficulties
with his bike.
Steve Hand, competing in the middle
division, finished strongls in the 19-mile
race.
The Criterium was the season opener
for UMaine, but stotthe first meet of the
season for many other ttrns
,
"There was a race last weekend at the
Naval Academy in Annapolis.
Maryland. but we couldn't afford to
go." said Smith. "Now we're a week
behind teams like Williams, Penn State,
'Harvard and Yale as far as competition
goes.
Sunday's race atHarvard took place
during .rainy, cold conditions.
•We didn't decide to race until the
last minute," said Goodenough. "due
to the weather and uneasiness of the
crashes from the day before "
Cioodenough. Richardson and Hand
controlled the lead pack throughout
Sundas's race with Chris Carr:mon
following in the second pack
Mime got boxed in oh the final sprint
photo fr. Does V earkgrwask
lap and lost positioning in the fight for
the finish line
Richardson finished first for UMaine
in 12th followed by Goodenough in
14th. Hand 20th and Carignan 27th
The cycling team will hold a team
time trial at I MAID! on Sat April 23
The race is an open insitational to
I-astern Collepate Cycling Federation
members.
Ripken out, Robinson
in as O's manager
,BALTIMORE (AP) — Frank R.. .1
son became baseball's first hid
manager in four years on Tuesday when
he was named to replace Cal Ripken on
the Baltimore Orioles in a move made
in an attempt to rescue the club from its
worst start in 13 years'---------
Under Ripken, the Orioles opened the
1988 season by losing their first six
.-gaunes after fininshing the 198' witson
with a h- -9i record, the thud-worst
mark since the franchise mosed to
Baltimore from St I outs in I94.
Robinson, the first black to manage
at the major league lesel, was also the
last black to manage in the big leagues:
He was fired by the San Francisco
Giants in 1984.
"I don't profess to be a superman.
But I do -hase ideas.", Robinson said
at a hastily called news conference at
Memorial Stadium
Baltimore General Manager Roland
Fiemondlaid had Robinson decided not
to take the lob. Ripken would have
. stayed on as manager
Robinson, elected to baseball's Hall
of Fame in 1982, was six games into his
first season in a front-office position as
a special assistant to the president. He
has :been -a member of the
organization as player, coach or in.the
from -office far 13 years.. - -
Robinson begins his third stint as a
major league manager. His first assign-
ment was- with the Cleveland Indians
from 1974/77 and thcn was with the
Giants from 1981-84
"I don't think I ever felt the pressure
of being in the position of being a black
manager." Robinson4 said "I am
aware of the Pressure of the position,
but I don't let it bother me. "
Onls two other blacks has e managed
in the major leagues, Larry Dabs with
the Chicago white Sox in 1978 and
Maury Wins managed Seattle in
1980-81.
Ripken, who has been in the Orioles'
organization for 32 years, 'had no
(see ROBINSON. par 14)
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Davis leads Cincinnati in NL West
W andf
W•le,
The National League West ha-s some
of the hest young talent in baseball. In
Cincinnati there is Eric Davis and Kal
Daniels, San Francisco has Will Clark. 
in Houston. pitcher Jim Deshaws is on
the rise and the San Diego Padres have
the talents of 1987 NI Rookie of the
soar Benito Santiago.
The Reds and Gianttshould bank for
the Playoff spot, with the Reds turning
the tables this year and edging San
Francisco.
Er* The Red
. Eric Davis. at the ripe old age of 25,
is already one of the best all around
players in all of baseball. Defensis els .
Davis uses his athletic ability to its ut-
most, running down balls that mere
. 'mortals- wouldn't touch, leaping to rob
potential borne runs and using his, can-
non arm so throw out opposing base--
twined-, •
Offensively. Davis can hit for
average, power and steal bases with the
best of them. Last year. while missing
33 games because of injuries. Davis hit
37 home runs, knocked in 100 runs,
stole 50 bases and scored 120 runs. Had
it not been for the injuries, Davis would
have'easily become baseball's first ever
player to hit 40 or more home runs and
steal 40 or more bases. A 50-50 season
seems well within his reach.
This season. Daniels has overshadow
ed the remarkable Davis. hitting .600
while leading the NI in home runs and
RBIs.
If the Reds pitching comes around.
they'll unseat the 
-Giants sh-NL,---titiest
champs
One Flap Doiva
San Francisco definitely has the talent
to repeat, but repeating as champion in
any sport is hard. Everybody will be out
to get the Giants and, in particular, Jef- provement here.
fery Leonard.
Leonard is a talented player, but his
"one flap down" home run trot hasn't
made him any friends. If Leonard leads
the league in the hit by pitch category.
it won't be an accident.
Will Clark is one of the most talented
and dangerous hitters in baseball. He
may carry the Giants into the race even
if the rest of the team slumps.
Get us some runs, guys
The Houston starting pitchers, Mike
Scott, Jim Deshaim, Bob Knepper and
Nolan Ran. will keep the Astros in the
race, but unieas the hitters give them bet
_
ter support this year than they did last,
the Astros will fade in August.
Ryan was the story of the year. At the
age of 40. he led the league in earned run
average and strikeouts but was %under
.500 in the win column because of the
Astro.' failure to score runs.
Aside from Glenn Davis and Kevin
Hass. there is not a lot of fire power of-
fensively. Maybe they should look into
purchasing some bats from the Mets.
What's WI the talk about?
Everybody seems to think the Los
Angeles Dodgers are going to be vastly
improved this year. Don't count on it.
Sure they got Kirk (;ibson from
Detroit, but it didn't take long for him
to get- into a shouting match 
_with
another new Dodger, Jesse Orosco, over
a practical joke that Orosco had played
on him. If that keeps up, it'll be a long
summer.
The_oitching staff will also be hurt by
the deparure of Bob Welch. No im-
Out of the Cellar
The Padres won't finish in the cellar
this year, but they won't climb any
higher than fifth.
fhey do have Santiago and batting
champ -Tony Gwynn, a combination
.that will keep them ahead of the Atlan-
%%% %% % %%% %%%
ta Braves. Gwynn leads the league in hit-
ting practically every year but people
forget that he is also a Gold Glove win-
ner in the outfield.
--Doet-haafrait of the- Braves
The Atlanta Braves are a bad baseball
team. What's worse is that they will be
shown on Vt-TBS constantly this sum-
mer so the entire country will be able to
see just how had they really are.
Dion James and Dale Murphy are
both excellent players, but Rick Mahler
was the starting pitcher for Atlanta on
opening day. That says it all.
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UCLA hires Harrick
as new hoop  coach
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Jim Hat-
rick, a former UCLA assistant basket-
bal coach who has been the head coach
at-Pepperdine for the past rune years,
was named the Bruins' head coach
Tuesday.
Harrick succeeds Walt Hazzard, who
was fired 13 days ago. Hazzard was
UCLA's coach for four years. His teams
were 77-47 including 16-14 this past
season.
Herrick, 49, was an assistant coach at
UCLA under Gary Cunningham in the
1977-78 and 1978-79 seasons. After
Conningham stepped down, Brown was
hired and Harrick went to Pepperdine, •
a member of the We Coast Athletic
Cotifetetiet.
Harrick's teams at Pepperdine com-
piled a 167-97 record. The Waves were
17-13 this past season.
Under Harrick, the %Vases tied for
one WCAC championship and won four
others outright. Pepperdine has com-
peted in the NCAA Tournament four
times in the past nine years.
Brave organist breaking
age, race barriers
-ATLANTA (AP) — Admix' Braves
orneibli say Carolyn King has brokiii -
twO barriers as the team's ball perk
amnia this year — she is the first black
orpoist and the youngest full-time
organist in major league baseball.
King, an 18-year-old senior at Avon-
dale High School, "can play
anything," said Miles McRea, the
Braves director of promotions. "She's
just outstanding. Not many people can
walk right up to an organ as complex as
the one we have and just start playing
She did it.
During tryouts for the job. King beat
out , six other candidates, including
Lowery Ballow, the Braves' organist for
the past 10 years.
Sbe uses NO printed music "I play by
trilt;_"-dirblitd. -After I first hear a
- Neg.1 Mirmally can learn to play it bet-
ween five minute; and three hours. I'd
say classical MUSIC is one of myfavornes,
and so are song from children's cartoon
shows."
King is also a member of her high
school band, sings and plays organ at
Ebenezer Baptist Church, and teaches
music to nine students.
"Even though she's going away to
college somewhere this fall, we feel we
can work something out for the
future," McRea said "She's great "
Women's Issues For The Nineties:
An International Persptctive
A Symposium
Jointly Organized by the University of New
Brunswick and the University of Maine
Features
Keynote Speaker
"Developing Women & Women's Studies: Keeping
The Flame Alive Without Burning Out" By
Dr. Margaret McIntosh
Associate Director, Wellesley College Center for Research on
Women; Director of various nationally funded projects such
as the,National Project for Women's Studies in High Schools
and Co-director of a Ford Foundation Project: Implications
of women's Studies for the Humanities.
Thursday, April 14
8 p.m., Hilltop Conference Room
- for further information contact the1VIC Office, 581-1228.
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Cyclists from Priareloa. Bt. and UMaat
Harvard Criteritim.
*Robinson
forewarning a move was 
-going to be
made.
"I'm disappointed, no. "
.Ripken said by telephone. -There was
no indication that it was coming. I was
in uniform. I was at my desk getting
ready to write the lineup. Roland called
me to come up to his office and he told
me I was being relieved."
Earlier in the day. Ripken pleaded
guilty to a drunk driving charge stem-
ming from a Feb. 3 incident and agreed
to continue treatment for alcohol abuse.
Baltimore County District Court 'Judge
Barbara Howe gave Ripkbarbat ion
photo Deus
arearad a tight corner eirs
 1.414111110P-/ 121
before turn $750 and
placed him on three years of probation
Ripken had succeeded Earl Weaver as
()rioles manager following the 1986
season, becoming the first man ever to
manage twe sons — Ripken Jr. and
Billy — saiultaneously in major league
baseballihrstory . He had a 67-101 record
as the Orioles manager over one season
plus .aix games,
, Raisond said Ripken will stay on with
.the Orioles in a front-office capacity ,
Ripken, however, said he had not
'made up his mind aobut taking the new
position
Career Planning & Placement Presents:
Summer Jobs
NEW LISTINGS EVERY WEEK
A FEW current samples:
CAM ../SitiLOCATION
1078 Camp WI Grand Lake Stream. ME
1112 Campion Staff 24 States
1187 Theatre Staff Loch Shokirake, NY
1304 P%.01:c Welfare Massachusetts
Internship
1299 Junior Accountant Etheehtil. ME
1155 Computer Camp Indienapolis, IN
Counselors
1209 Nature Park Braintree, MA 1N1Uilh1114
internS
1309 Researcher South Norwalk. CT I. & tree room
1038 Groundsperson New England 71hr0--- •
Citmter
1239 Pant Interpreter Statewide Taw.
Booklet in office kw NYC InternshipaqVaolity of Opportunities) 200-4011nyti.
2500-4000 a tips
(room and Wank knO06414
240ferk
2000 & room lact board
6-71hr
800-1200 & NNW and boa r1
!REGISTER TODAY!
$$ MONEY $$
Valuable Experience
The Part Time & Summer
EMployment Frrogram
BASEMENT OF WINGATE HALL
A
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II signs gargantuan gridster
cot, 348 poLnder joins UMaine conference rival
SSEX JUNCTION. Vt. (AP)
• obert Jones is certain to be a big Win
on the University of New Hampshire
.azirspus
 
this  fall. and hopes to he the
biggest man on the football field the
following year. •
At 7.feet. 348 pounds. w ho;ito argue
with him? -
UNH Coach Bill Roues said Jones is
the bluest guy he's ever seen pia, loot -
bail in 22 sears in the game, and that
certainly had something to do with the
Yankee Conference'school offering a
wholarskiff:when no one else did.
Indiana took/a look at him, and so
did Syracuse. Penn State. Maine and
NOitheastern but it neser went an', fur
;hr;. J ones:said ,
"People heat 350. 6-11 (Jones says
- 01 and they think. 'no move.tnent. no
quickness*" Bowes said. "But he has
some quickneks. "
Watching Jones on film, Bowes saw
him "take a blocker and  throw him off
like nothing, and then run to the sideline
and make the tackle. If he can move his
feet a little, they're not going to go
through him. "
"He's a project, but let's be frank If
he were a totally a4xomplished player
now, we wouldn't, be getting him„"
Bowes said.
"But if we're going to take a risk, we
may as well do it with a guy that big who
shows some evidence on film. If he can
do that one time, there's no reason why
he can't do it 50 times la game),"
Bowes said
Jones is Only I', still in high school.
His sue helped make him a northern sec-
tion all-state player as a lineman on both
offense and d,efense while playing for
Division 1 state champion Lssex Junc-
tion. Last season was his first fuH season
on offense.
Bowes acknowledges lanes isn't qwck
enough for defense; he plans to put
Jones on the offensive line only.
although the idea of a 7-footer with
arms raised rushing the quarterback is
tempting.
Bowes wants Jones to get down to
about 310, and then plans to build him
back up to 320 or 46, with muscle. It
might take two years. Jones will sit out
as a redshirt his freshman year and
Bowes hopes he'll be able to play by his
third year in school.
Jones is hoping to make 310 by
December, and has e enough muscle by
his sophomore year to play for the
Wildcats.
The project already has begun. He
weighed 375 at the start of last summer,
but now is working out almost daily.
He's cutting out the whole large pizzas
and the entire pans of lasagne.
He--wants to low,,, tns-body-fat from-- ---
a whopping 28 percent — that's about
100 pounds, he pointed out — to 10 to
15 percent.
His weight already cost him a chance--
to compete in his favorite sport —
wrestling. After winning the junior var-
sity championship as a 6-8. 336-pound
freshman in has first year in the sport,
the state school sports association pass-
ed a rule that banned anyone weighing
more than 275 pounds from wrestling
Jones also threw..theshotind discus
in track for a while and played basket-
ball as a junior, but he found there was
too much running. At UNH, he'll con-
centrate on football.
Unjust NHLrpleyoffs need a1.
change: hockey is a winter sport
It'. time tor the National Hockey
League to take a good look at its
plasoff format and make some
'There are 21 teams in the NHL and
the 10 game regular season doesn't
much weight because 16 of
ams make the plasoffs
r team is shafted by the
at or can barely skate,
g to see post-season
carrs
these
Unless v
present for
thes are got
play
NHL Preside
earlier this week t
season he would se
to-review the playoff
grit possible changes
Ziegler said the some thing two
sears ago
NHI piasoffs are simpls mail too
long The'. extend into a good por-
tion of the summer. If each series
goes scsen games we could he *at
.hing this year's Stanley Cup an June
The NHL doesn't want to reduce
the earls round playoff series' to a
John Ziegler said
t during the cff
1 3 COMITIIIICC
mat and sug-
necessars
best of three or a best of fist games
because the, feel this would hurt the
stronger teams
If these teams are the best thes
should be capable of pros mg it in a
short series.
And what's wrong with a few
Roger Brown
Quit smoking.
upsets in the early rounds' If the
NHI wants the top regular season
point-getters to be there in the end,
then why do they allow third and
fourth place teams to make the
plasoffs'
If the NHI doesn't want to
shorten the series' and they don't
want to-teduce the number of playoff
teams, they should at least employ a
formula where the best teams make
post-season play.
Going into thetast game orthe
regular season, the final playoff spot
in the Norris Division was still up for
grabs. The lucky winnerthe Toronto
Maple Leafs.
That's right, the same Leafs who
finished the regular season with a 21-
49-10 record and won only seven
games after Christmas. The poor
North Stars. Maybe next year.
Taking a quick glance at the
Patrick Division, seven points
separated the first place New- York
Islanders and the last place Pitt-
sburgh Penguins.
Both the Penguins and the New4
York Rangers finished the season
with 36 victories. Both were above
.500 and both failed to qualify for the
playoffs. Something just isn't right
here.
It's time for Ziegler and Co. to'
stop being so greedy, give up some of
that playoff cash, and devise an ef-
fective and fair playoff formula.
Either the number of post season
playoff teams must be reduced or the
seven game series must be reduced,
or both.
If no changes are made, when the
league decides to expand. NHL
hockey will become a year-round
sport.
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Now ailable 3 bedroom apts.
with 2 chens plus study. $620
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1Seniors!
Time is running out! Purchase your Senior Week
and Bash Tickets today.
Senior Vie—ke
April 17th- 22nd
"Fill the Steins, Celebrate in 88"
SUNDAY 
CLAMBAKE...don't miss this outdoor
clambake with the "Boyz". Your
choice of steak ,or lobster only  $5 per 
ticket.
MONDAY 
FACULTY WINE & CHEESE. 7-9 p.m.
in the Dexter Lounge. Outstanding
Achievement Awards will be given
out at this time. No ticket required.
TUESDAY
LUNCH BY THE BEAR! come get a
.hot dog or_ harnburger for only a
quarter. For seniors only 11-2 by the
bear. No ticket required.
WEDNESDAY 
MAINE DAY! Participate in your
__favorite groups service project...but
be at the DEN by 8:00 p.m. for PIC-
TURE NIGHT with "Harry" our
loveable UMaine cop and Bananas
the Bear. $1 per picture. No ticket
required.
THURSDAY 
PUB CRAWL - the annual UMaine
tradition continues. Begins at 5:30
p.m. Buses will pick up all along Col-
lege Ave. Buses will be leaving at 6
p.m. from the Book Annex, 6-8 p.m.
to take you to Yiannis, 8-10 p.m. to
Margarita(Downstairs), and then 10
p.m.-1 a.m. to the Oronoka. There will
be plenty of specials along the
way. No ticket required but...if you
have a. UMalne T-Shirt or our il-
lustrious Senior Bash '88 T-Shirt you
,get in free. PLEASE DON'T DRIVE.
TAKE THE BUS.
FRIDAY
SENIOR FORMAL!...will be at the
Ramada Inn this year. Poolside
cocktails at 6:30 p.m. and a three en-
tree buffet dinner at 8:00 p.m. "The
Inspectors" will provide the enter-
tainment. All of this for only $12.00
per person. The Ramada will be of-
fering a special room rate to UMaine
students. Please don't drivel Buses
will be provided. They'll stop at
Stillwater Village, Park Place and the
Maine Centerforthe Arts.
SATURDAY 
BUMSTOCK! Don't miss this
one. Sponsored by O.C.B.
FRIDAY May 6th SENIOR CELEBRA-
TION! Formally known as Senior
Bash. From 1-7 p.m. at the .J.V:
Baseball field. This year's bands will
the Cereal Killers, The Make, and The
Boyz. Beer and food will be
available. Only $5 for a ticket and
$10 for a T-Shirt.
PACKAGE DEAL: You can get a clambake ticket, formal ticket, bash ticket
and T-Shirt plus 10 announcements for only $30. Save $ buy now! Sales will
end April 15th. Come to the Senior Council Booth in the Union, any day
10 a.m.-3 p.m. DON'T MISS OUT.11--simr".==c-mialm.amc ruc sppc. sinc mimic nouw._mom. rnim• _aimm 'mon=
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